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Despite a period of store closures,

Retail technology and customer demands

restructuring and bankruptcies a few

may constantly be in flux; however, one

years back, it’s widely accepted that the

thing that will always be important is

retail apocalypse never happened the

the customer experience. For a retailer’s

way many predicted it would. Instead, that

physical stores, creating a positive and

period in retail history ushered in a new

memorable customer experience is more

era of innovation. Thanks to social media

vital now than ever to encourage shoppers

and technical advancements that have

to walk through the door and browse their

allowed information sharing to skyrocket,

shelves. Today’s connected consumers

the industry has since been evolving at

want share-worthy experiences over

breakneck speed. Modern life, with its

goods; they seek opportunities to share

endless online shopping options and

details about their lives, their affinities,

delivery services, has given consumers –

where they are, who they’re with and what

who crave convenience and whose tastes

they’re doing. It’s no wonder that improving

are increasingly unique and sophisticated

the customer experience is top of mind for

– just about every reason under the sun not

most retail executives today – particularly
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Customer Experience: A New Definition
Once considered just a part of good customer

a focus on providing seamless omnichannel

service (i.e., door greeters, friendly and helpful

shopping experiences. After all, 73% of

staff, easy return policies, etc.), the customer

customers use multiple channels to shop,

experience in retail has transformed into a

according to Harvard Business Review.

strategic priority that involves a variety of
departments throughout an organization.

Recent stats provide all the proof retailers

The “right” customer experience strategy will

need for upping their customer experience

vary from retailer to retailer depending on

game: A whopping 80% of consumers are

the products they offer, their store formats

more likely to purchase from a company that

and who their target shoppers are. Although

offers personalized experiences, according

the retail customer experience is not a new

to Edelman. And, a report from Infosys found

concept, today it requires consistency in brand

that more than one-third of consumers wish

interaction across channels, rising expectations

their shopping experiences could be more

for personalization among consumers, and

personalized than they currently are.

The Complex Interrelationship Between a Retailer’s Physical
and Digital Presence
In the past, the retail industry was

workplace. This is particularly true

From a generational standpoint,

overwrought with the idea that

among Millennials. The study showed

consumers of all ages still enjoy

e-commerce would eventually crush

that 63% of shoppers who belong to

spending time in brick-and-mortar

brick-and-mortar – hence, the retail

this generation want the assurance

stores. A report from Salesforce

apocalypse. But new research shows

of having a physical store nearby.

confirmed that 62% of Baby Boomers

there is tremendous value to be

and 58% of Gen Z’ers say making

gained from finding innovative ways

The same study also found that

purchases at a physical store is their

to fuse the shopping experiences

when a retailer opens a store, web

preferred choice. Despite their youth

across channels. Insights from the

traffic in that market increases by an

and reputation as digital natives, the

International Council of Shopping

impressive 37%. If the store closes,

ICSC study discovered that 95% of

Centers (ICSC) revealed that 56% of

the opposite is true and fewer people

Gen Z shoppers go to a mall at least

digital shoppers say when buying

in that particular market will shop

once a month; three-quarters do so

online, it’s important that the retailer

the retailer’s site. The age-old adage

specifically to shop, and more than

also have a brick-and-mortar

applies in this scenario: Out of sight,

half make the trip to socialize.

presence close to their home or

out of mind.
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Online Retailers Open Stores to Build
Brand Awareness and Loyalty
It’s clear there’s a complex

Tinuiti. This strategy gives shoppers

interrelationship between a retailer’s

the opportunity for an in-person

physical and digital presence when

experience with their favorite brands.

it comes to meeting customer

They can interact with knowledgeable

expectations, and it’s playing out

brand associates, try on new looks,

in brick-and-mortar stores across

sample new products and personalize

the country. According to the ISCS

their selections before placing an

report, malls and shopping centers

order for home delivery. Amazon

are creating a different tenant mix by

Go has already popped up in major

becoming more experiential. There’s a

cities like Seattle, Chicago and San

greater emphasis on combining more

Francisco, and is poised to expand

food and beverage companies with

by 3,000-plus locations over the next

formerly online-only brands to drive

several years.

up foot traffic. Smaller spaces and
shorter leases are also in favor.

For retailers like these, a physical
presence helps build greater brand

Starting in 2019, digital-native retailers

loyalty and awareness among

like Bonobos, Glossier, Casper, Warby

customers, without having to

that loyal customers are seven times more

Parker and Birchbox are expected to

provide the instant gratification of

likely to test an offering, five times as likely

open 850 brick-and-mortar stores

an immediate purchase. It’s a smart

to make a repeat purchase and four times

over the next five years, according to

move: Insights from Qualtrics show

more likely to refer the brand.

Traditional Retailers Rethink Their Physical Store Business Models
For their part, many traditional brick-and-

stores will offer a variety of workshops

immersive experience for customers so

mortar retailers are also reinventing their

and classes for kids and families, play

that they can visualize their own Crate &

in-store customer experience strategies.

areas and space that can be reserved

Barrel-clad dinner parties and holiday

Below are a few examples:

for birthday parties and the like.

gatherings.

•
•
•

At Shop Talk 2019, the CEO of Crate &

•

Nordstrom is taking a cue from

Despite shutting down U.S. operations

Barrel revealed its new Table at Crate

the convenience trend, opening an

and declaring bankruptcy, Toys R’ Us

restaurant concept, which will appear in

inventory-less concept store in Los

is making a comeback by opening a

select stores and will feature top chefs,

Angeles called Nordstrom Local, where

handful of smaller-format stores and

dishes sourced from local ingredients

consumers can pick up online orders,

an e-commerce site during the 2019

and – of course – the retailer’s own

have apparel purchases altered, quickly

holiday season. In addition to a smaller,

silverware, flatware, dining furniture

and easily return items, as well as

more curated selection of products, the

and lighting. The idea? To create an

interact with personal stylists.
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Traditional Retailers Rethink Their Physical Store Business Models Continued...

“Eatertainment” is a subset of retail

While Dave & Buster’s may have been

that’s been capitalizing on the push

one of the pioneers in this space (and

for unique, memorable customer

is forecasting a 14% growth in 2019,

experiences for a while now. But in

according to CNBC), many more are on

today’s social media-driven world,

the scene today, including Top Golf and

these concepts – which combine all

arcade-inspired concepts like Barcade

the aspects of dining out with games,

and Punch Bowl Social. What’s clear

live entertainment and participation in

from the growth of the eatertainment

social activities – are hitting their stride,

industry is that younger generations

particularly among Millennials. Forbes

are seeking out all-in-one venues

said it best: “Millennials are driving the

where they can go for premium meals,

experience economy; they would rather

fun activities and the chance to connect

pay for an experience than a product.”

socially with people in their lives.

Technology is Key to Creating Unique, Brand-Boosting
Customer Experiences
Most retail executives today agree that

wouldn’t it be ideal if customers could

rent equipment, or opt to try out a club

brick-and-mortar should be treated as

pay for items they pick up in the store

before purchasing, then book a party

more than just another selling channel

while they are dining in the restaurant or

and pay for it all using Amicis Lifestyle’s

or showroom; they understand how

when they check in for a class?

seamless platform.

offer experiences that convert infrequent

While such a scenario would certainly

The solution’s capabilities run the gamut,

shoppers into brand ambassadors. That

help the retailer up the ante when it

from labor schedule enforcement to

said, many retailers may be hesitant

comes to creating a unique in-store

table management, to reservation

or unsure of how to make a customer

experience for guests, understanding

management, to rentals and services.

experience strategy work for them.

the impact on the company’s

The solution is built within Microsoft

existing business model may seem

Dynamics 365 for Finance and

For example, a retailer that sells athletic

overwhelming. This is where technology

Operations, an all-in-one, modern and

apparel may find the idea of offering

comes into play, and Amicis Solutions

adaptable enterprise resource planning

nutrition and workout classes or even

can help. Our innovative, one-stop-

system designed to help businesses

opening an on-premise health-food

shop Amicis Lifestyle solution enables

unify their end-to-end operations,

café compelling, yet daunting. After

customers to make reservations and

elevate their financial performance and

all, resources are needed to manage

appointments, participate in classes or

streamline their supply chain.

reservations and memberships and

activities, book an event, rent equipment

allow customers to sign up for classes

or products and then to receive email

Interested in learning more about

with their favorite instructors. For the

confirmations and push-notification

how Amicis Lifestyle can help your

café, food must be ordered, menus must

reminders with just a few clicks on

organization build meaningful customer

be planned, and an entirely new labor

their smartphone or mobile device. For

connections and drive up revenue? Visit

force consisting of front- and back-of-

example, a guest at a Top Golf or similar

the Amicis Lifestyle product page on our

house staff must be managed. And,

establishment could book a lesson,

website, or by contact us today.

physical stores can be leveraged to
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get the most from their Microsoft Dynamics
365 for Finance and Operations and

Contact us today to learn how we can support your business.

About Amicis Solutions
At Amicis Solutions, we are the go-to experts helping retail and hospitality brands get the most from their technology
investments. Years of experience leading Microsoft implementations at companies of all sizes has given our team a unique
understanding of what it takes to ensure a swift, successful deployment and the adoption of best-practice business processes.
Our Professional Services associates can provide the right guidance, design approach, innovative technology and bestpractice processes to truly transform your business. Interested in learning more about our software implementation approach?
Contact us today.
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